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alies. Next, we assume that the ENSO and MJO impacts
are independent, as discussed above, and add the two
means and variances: mtg 5 mtig 1 mtjg and s2tg 5 s2tig 1
s2tjg . To account for the long-term trend, we then add
back in the linear trend to mtg; the linear trend for the

Motivation

FIG. 2. Schematic of the T2m forecast calculation for grid point g and lead time t. (a) Climatological December–
March T2m anomaly distribution from the training data, with tercile boundaries, TB and TA. The area shaded in blue
(red) represents the probability of below (above) average T2m, which is 33 1/ 3% in climatology by definition. Note
that this schematic assumes a Gaussian climatological distribution, but the actual calculation of tercile boundaries
does not assume any parametric parent distribution. (b) Forecast T2m anomaly distribution with mean mtg and
standard deviation stg (solid curve), assumed Gaussian and conditioned on the initial state of the MJO and ENSO
(see text for details). The climatological T2m anomaly distribution is dashed. The forecast probability of above
(below) average T2m is represented by the area shaded above TA in red (below TB in blue), which indicates an
enhanced (suppressed) probability of above (below) average T2m relative to climatology.

Climatological winter T2m
anomaly distribution, with terciles
•

•

The assumption of a Gaussian T2m distribution is
an obvious simplification that does not hold at all times
and locations. This assumption is likely least appropriate over northwestern North America, where the
T2m distributions are negatively skewed owing to the

Changes in distribution during
a phase of climate mode

Weekly probabilistic forecast of the wintertime North American
T2m out to 6 weeks based on the MJO, ENSO, and linear trend.
The phase information is the key to capture changes in the
Gaussian distribution of the extratropical T2m response.
Johnson et al., Weather and Forecasting, 2014
NOAA CPC Week 3-4 Outlooks
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Why the atmospheric teleconnection patterns?

•

Low-frequency variability of the atmosphere can be
predominantly described by recurrent and persistent
teleconnection patterns.
- With strong tropical convection, teleconnections can persist
longer than 2 weeks (Dai et al. 2017).
- The surface temperature anomalies may last longer than the
circulation anomalies do.

•

East Asia may not be geographically suited to benefit from the
impact of the ENSO or MJO.
- The poleward propagating Rossby waves, excited by ENSO or
MJO, propagate downstream to North America.
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Wintertime T2m hindcast of GloSea5
simulated by KMA

Domain averaged HSS values
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NH teleconnection patterns

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
East Atlantic (EA)
East Atlantic/Western Russia (EAWR)
Scandinavia (SCAND)
Polar/Eurasia (PE)
West Pacific (WP)
East Pacific-North Pacific (EP-NP)
Pacific/North American (PNA)
Tropical/Northern Hemisphere (TNH)*
Pacific Transition (PT)
Rotated Principal Component Analysis
on Z500 over 20N-90N
(Barnston and Livezey MWR 1987)
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Composites of DJF T2m anomalies

by 0.5 stddev

Phase model construction
•

The 7-day running averaged T2m anomaly
- 1 week (day 4 - 10)
- 2 week (day 11 - 17)

•

Terciles at each grid point for each calendar day
- T2m distribution centered at the chosen day with 21-d window

•

Gaussian distribution
- for a climate mode, its phases, and chosen lags,
- compute mean and stddev.

•

Validation
- Cross-year-out validation
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Statistical model prediction based on EAWR
Dots: the statistical significance at the 95th percentile using
Monte Carlo resampling by reshuffling individual seasons
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Active phases only
• Enhanced skills
• Nonlinear relations

Domain averaged HSS for EAWR
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Including the linear trend
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Predictions for lead time of 1 week
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Including the linear trend
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Calibration func.
Overconfident,
but better calibrated
for active phases.
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Each star contains 10% of the forecasts.

Summary

•

Seven NH atmospheric teleconnection patterns are employed
for wintertime subseasonal prediction of SAT.
-

•

For East Asia, the EAWR, SCAND, and PE patterns, which are
positioned upstream of the region, make a substantial
contribution.
✓ Our approach using atmospheric teleconnections has
implications for other regions of the globe.

The statistical model generates forecasts that show comparable
skill with that of dynamical model at a lead time of 3-4 wks and
longer.
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Thank you
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scores gradually decreasing from days 4–10 through
week 3 and then falling below zero by week 4, indicating that week 4 forecasts based solely on MJO
information are worse than random forecasts. These
results suggest that the MJO contributes to skillful
forecasts until about week 4, when the MJO signal
likely is weaker than the noise associated with sampling
uncertainty. Forecasts generated with ENSO information only, shown in green, provide nearly constant, weakly positive skill scores from weeks 1 through
6, which is consistent with the longer time scale of
ENSO relative to the MJO. The HSS for forecasts that
consider both MJO and ENSO information, shown in
light blue, approximately equals the linear combination
of the MJO-only and ENSO-only HSSs. Therefore, not
only do the forecasts assume a linear superposition of
the MJO and ENSO influence, but the skill scores also
are approximately linear. This light blue curve suggests that the MJO provides additional useful T2m
FIG. 3. (a) Mean T2m HSSs averaged over North America and
forecast
information until week 4, when the ENSO and
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total number of forecasts, T, for this three-category case.
Heidke Skill Score (HSS)
The HSS then can be expressed as
(H 2 E)
3 100.
HSS 5
(T 2 E)

•
•

•

•
•
•

(1)

H: the number of categories forecast correctly
E: the expected number of categories forecast correctly just by
chance
T: the total number of forecasts
HSS = -50 : completely wrong set of forecasts
HSS = 100 : perfect set of forecasts
HSS = 0 : the expected HSS for a randomly generated forecast
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